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Supercooled water and the kinetic glass transition. II. Collective dynamics
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In this article we study in detail theQ-vector dependence of the collective dynamics in simulated deeply
supercooled extended simple-point-charge~SPC/E! water. The evolution of the system has been followed for
250 ns at lowT, allowing a clear identification of a two-step relaxation process. We present evidence in favor
of the use of the mode-coupling theory for supercooled liquid as a framework for the description of the slow
a-relaxation dynamics in SPC/E water, notwithstanding the fact that the cage formation in this system is
controlled by the formation of an open network of hydrogen bonds as opposed to packing constraints, as in the
case of simple liquids.@S1063-651X~97!01710-8#

PACS number~s!: 61.20.Ja, 64.70.Pf
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I. INTRODUCTION

The slow dynamics~a relaxation! in supercooled molecu
lar liquids and the glass transition are two related top
which have received particular attention from the scient
community in the last few years@1,2#. Significant progress
has been made by a synergetic approach based on theore
experimental, and more recently on numerical work. Now
days, numerical simulations with realistic potentials desc
ing the evolution of a molecular system composed of th
sands of atoms, for time intervals longer than 100 ns,
becoming feasible, allowing a closer check of the theoret
predictions and bridging the gap between experiments
theory. Such long simulations, although suffering from t
deficiency of the potential used compared to the real syst
which they aim to simulate, offer an ideal reference for co
paring with the novel theoretical predictions concerning
slow dynamics above the glass transition.

In the case where the studied system is water, the inte
in interpreting the molecular dynamics in terms of gla
transition concepts goes beyond the comparison between
simulated system and the theoretical predictions. Indee
the experimentally observed non-Arrhenius increase of
transport coefficients on supercooling@3,4# can be explained
within the same framework of simple supercooled liqu
@5,6#, the presence of hidden thermodynamics anomalie
ambient pressure@7,8# does not have to be invoked@9,10#. In
the first paper of this series@11# we tested mode coupling
theory~MCT! @2,12# predictions for the correlation function
of single particle dynamics in water with correspondi
quantities calculated from molecular dynamics~MD! simu-
lations, carried out for sufficiently long time~20 to 50 ns! as
to allow the slow dynamics to be observed. We tried to
sess to what extent the MCT, which has been shown to
scribe simple liquids@13,14#, is applicable also to the de
scription of the single particle dynamics of~simulated!
supercooled water, a hydrogen bonded liquid with stro
nonisotropic interactions among molecules. As a result
found that the center of mass tagged particle dynamics
be qualitatively interpreted in terms of MCT. This resu
stimulated us to make the comparison more stringent an
561063-651X/97/56~5!/5397~8!/$10.00
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extend it to the collective center of mass dynamics. With o
further year of computer time on three workstations worki
full time, the limit of 250 ns of continuous simulation tim
has been reached, allowing the calculation of the collec
properties, for which the noise level cannot be reduced a
aging over different molecules in the simulated system.

Theoretical work based on the MCT has mainly focus
on simple atomic liquids and on molecular liquids wi
spherical-symmetric interactions. Only recently has
theory been extended to treat the case of molecular sys
with nonisotropic interaction potentials opening the way
a full and detailed quantitative comparison between the
and simulation or experiments for molecular systems@15#.
Unfortunately, preliminary results at the ideal MCT level a
only available for dipolar hard spheres@16,17#, i.e., mol-
ecules with a simpler geometry than the water molecu
Such results@16# strongly support the validity of genera
predictions based on the MCT for simple liquids.

In this article we study in detail theQ-vector dependence
of the collective dynamics in extended simple-point-cha
~SPC/E! water and present evidence in favor of a MCT d
scription of the slowa-relaxation dynamics. The compariso
is performed on a two-level scale:~i! At the qualitative level,
we compare the MCT predictions for simple liquids~exem-
plified by the hard-sphere liquid within the Percus-Yevi
approximation! with the center of mass dynamics in the ca
of supercooled SPC/E water. Although the comparison is
default qualitative, we think that the analogy in theQ depen-
dence of all relevant parameters is particularly significa
~ii ! At the quantitative level, we compare the SPC/E slo
dynamics with the dynamics predicted by MCT in the lateb
region; moreover we evaluate the von Schweidler expone
b and g governing the relaxation process~Sec. II! and we
verify that they are related as MCT predicts.

In both cases the agreement is striking and strongly s
ports the validity of MCT as the correct framework for in
terpreting the slow collective dynamics in simulated sup
cooled water.

II. MCT

Several review papers present in detail the theory of m
coupling for supercooled liquids, in particular in itsideal
5397 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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5398 56SCIORTINO, FABBIAN, CHEN, AND TARTAGLIA
formulation. A review of the predictions of the theory can
found in Ref.@11#. In this section we briefly report the mai
results which are relevant for the reading of the article.

MCT aims at describing the slow dynamics in sup
cooled glass forming simple liquids or in molecular liqui
with spherical-symmetric interactions between the m
ecules. It provides a description of the time evolution
density and current correlation functions~correlators in the
following! in the time region where structural relaxation b
comes the process which entirely controls the dynamics,
for times longer than the microscopic characteristic tim
MCT describes the slowing down of the structural relaxati
which is typical of supercooled liquids, including memo
effects in a memory function which depends only on sta
quantities@number density and structure factorS(Q)#.

In the ideal formulation the loss of correlation is ascribe
completely to interaction between fluctuations of dens
pairs; all other channels for the decay of correlation, such
for example, the momentum modes, are completely
glected. The ideal MCT predicts a sharp liquid to glass tr
sition, located at a finite critical temperatureTc , associated
with a power-law divergence of the correlation time.Tc is a
purely kinetic transition temperature which describes
freezing of the molecules inside the cages and it does
deal with any thermodynamical anomalous behavior. T
ideal MCT can be considered as a first order approximat
in a more complex scheme@18#; the kinetic transition is an
artifact of the approximations involved and it disappears
the extendedversion of MCT, where couplings with particl
momenta are taken into account. The power-law increas
the characteristic times predicted by the ideal MCT forT
.Tc crosses to a different~unknown! relation, to describe
the complex activated dynamic processes belowTc . The
concept ofTc retains the meaning of crossover temperat
between two different dynamic behaviors and the predict
of the ideal MCT can be used to interpret the slow dynam
aboveTc , when hopping effects are negligible.

The ideal MCT predicts the existence of a two-step rel
ation scenario for the slow dynamics in supercooled sim
liquids at temperatures close toTc . The decay of the corr-
elators, i.e., the loss of memory of the initial configuratio
occurs in a two-step process@2,19#: first the normalized cor-
relator f(t) approaches a plateau valuefEA which is tem-
perature independent~nonergodicity or Edwards-Anderso
parameter!; thenf(t) decays fromfEA to zero~a-relaxation
region!. The short time region is strongly affected by th
microscopic dynamics, which instead completely disappe
in the long time region~a relaxation!. In the region close to
the plateau~b-relaxation region! f(t) can be asymptotically
expanded near the valuefEA :

f~ t !5fEA1hAsg~ t/ts!, ~1!

wherets is the time scale which characterizes theb region
ands is the separation from the critical point@at fixed num-
ber density s5(T2Tc)/Tc#. The function g(t/ts) ~also
called theb correlator! is the solution of the asymptoti
equation

211l z̃L@g2~ t̃ !#~ z̃!1@ z̃g~ z̃!#250, ~2!
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wheret̃5t/ts is the scaled time,L means the Laplace trans
form, and z̃5zts is the Laplace conjugate oft̃; l is the
exponent parameter@18#.

It is easy to show that Eq.~2! has a scale invariant solu
tion; in the earlyb region, i.e., fort!ts , g( t̃) has, at the
leading order, the fractal behavior:

g~ t̃ !5 t̃2a1O~ t̃ a!. ~3!

In the lateb region (t@ts) the predicted scaling law is

g~ t̃ !52 t̃ b1O~ t̃ 2b!. ~4!

The two scaling exponentsa andb are not independent
they are both determined by the exponent parametel
through the relation

l5
G~12a!2

G~122a!
5

G~11b!2

G~112b!
, ~5!

whereG is Euler’s gamma function. The range of validity o
these expansions forg( t̃) is limited at smallt by the micro-
scopic dynamics time and at larget by thea-relaxation time.

In the a-relaxation region another time scale appears,t ;
in terms of the rescaled timet̂5t/t the behavior of the cor-
relator near the plateau is described in the leading order
power law dominated by the exponentb. Including the next-
to-leading order corrections the departure fromfEA in the
early a-relaxation region is given by

f~ t !5fEA2h~1! t̂
b1h~2! t̂

2b1O~ t̂3b!. ~6!

The amplitudesh(1) andh(2) strongly depend on the physica
features of the studied liquid and they have been explic
calculated for a few models@20,21#. The a-relaxation time
scale is a temperature-dependent parameter which scal
the inverse of diffusivity:

t~T!;uT2Tcu2g, ~7!

with

g51/2a11/2b. ~8!

The three scaling exponentsa, b, andg are not universal
since they depend on the static structure factor. In thea-
relaxation region the correlators obey the so-called tim
temperature superposition principle, i.e., it is possible
scale the same correlator evaluated at differentT on a single
master curve, i.e.,

f~ t !5f„t/t~T!…. ~9!

For times much longer thant the mode-coupling dynami
cal equations cannot be solved either analytically or asym
totically. From numerical solutions developed for simple p
tentials it has been shown that a Kohlrausch-Williams-Wa
~KKW ! stretched exponential form, i.e.,

f~ t !5AK expF2S t

tK
D bKG ~10!

can be used to empirically fit the last part of thef(t) decay.
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If we specialize the previous equations to the case
which f is the intermediate scattering functionF(Q,t), the
self-correlation function or the transverse current correlati
then the nonergodicity factorfEA , the critical amplitudesh,
h(1) , h(2) , and the fitting parameterstK , bK become
Q-dependent quantities. Therefore the comparison betw
theory and experiments can be extended from the time
pendence off and the temperature dependence of the co
lation times to theQ dependence of the above-mention
parameter.

The MCT set of coupled integro-differential equatio
can be numerically solved once the static structure fa
S(Q) is known. The problem has been solved for many d
ferent potentials: hard spheres@20,22#, soft spheres@23#,
Lennard-Jones@24#, and binary mixtures of soft spheres@25#
and of Lennard-Jones@26#. For all these potentials theQ
dependence of the quantities appearing in the previous e
tions as well as the fitting parameters~tK andbK! in Eq. ~10!
show pronounced oscillations in phase withS(Q).

Moreover it has been shown theoretically that the largeQ
limit of the fitting parametersbK coincides with the scaling
exponentb @27#.

III. SIMULATION DATA

The MD data analyzed in this article are a series of t
jectories, up to 250 ns, for a system ofN5216 water mol-
ecules interacting with the SPC/E potential with period
boundary conditions. SPC/E, one of the most comm
water-water potentials, is a pairwise additive potential
signed to mimic the interaction betweenrigid water mol-
ecules via electrostatic and Lennard-Jones interactions.
simulation technique has been discussed in detail in Ref.@11#
and it is not repeated here. The only difference between
data analyzed in this article and the data analyzed in R
@11# is the length of the simulation, which now covers a tim
interval more than five times longer. We study seven diff
ent temperatures, ranging fromT5207 K up to 285 K.

The trajectory of the simulated system in phase space
been saved on disk in chunks of 250 ps. For each of th
time segments, 19 logarithmically spaced~base 2! configu-
rations were saved on disk, for a total of about 19 000 c
figurations. By using such a logarithmic scheme, it is p
sible to calculate correlation functions ranging from 1 fs
10 ns with a reasonable request of disk storage. For t
shorter than 250 ps, correlation functions have been ca
lated for all pairs of configurations and averaged over
1000 segments. For time longer than 250 ps, the first c
figuration of each of the 250 ps segments has been use
time origin. The number ofindependenttime origins can be
calculated by dividing the total length of the simulation
the average correlation time and thus it depends on the
of correlator under scrutiny. In the worst case, i.e., for
slowest decaying correlator studied, the correlation time
about 15 ns, and thus the number of independent time ori
is about 17. The worst case applies only to a few slow
caying wave vectors at the lowest studied temperature. In
average case, the number of independent time origin
larger than 100@28#.
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IV. ANALYSIS

The basic quantity in the study of the center of mass c
lective dynamics in a liquid is the coherent intermediate sc
tering function, defined as

F~QW ,t !5
1

S~Q! (
j ,k51

N

e2 iQW @rWk~ t !2rW j ~0!#, ~11!

whereN is the number of molecules in the system,QW is the
wave vector, andrW i is the position of the center of mass o
molecule i . F(QW ,t) is the autocorrelation function of th
space-Fourier transform of the density, thus giving inform
tion on the decay of density fluctuations at wave vectorQ.

TheT andQ dependences ofF(Q,t) are shown in Figs. 1
and 2. We show theT dependence at two differentQ vec-
tors, namely,~i! the Q518 nm21 vector, corresponding to
the position of the first prepeak in the structure factor,QFSDP
~the analog of the so-called first sharp diffraction peak
silica!; ~ii ! theQ530 nm21 vector corresponding to the mos

FIG. 1. F(QFSDP,t) ~A! and F(QSQMAX ,t! ~B! vs time. s, T
5207.0 K, h, T5210.0 K; L T5213.2 K; n, T5225.0 K; v,
T5238.2 K; ,, T5258.0 K; x, T5285.0 K. Solid lines are fits
with the KKW law @Eq. ~10!# for times longer than 7 ps. Spherica

average over allQW with the same modulus has been performed
all F(Q,t).
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5400 56SCIORTINO, FABBIAN, CHEN, AND TARTAGLIA
intense peak in the structure factor,QSQMAX . In agreement
with the general MCT predictions, all correlators show
two-step decay process. For times smaller than 4 ps we
serve an oscillatory decay process, from one to the no
godicity parameter. This time window contains all inform
tion about the microscopic dynamics@29# and about the
collective sound propagation in theQ range compatible with
the simulation box size, a topic which has been studied
detail in several previous papers, independently from
MCT model and which will not be discussed in this artic
We refer the interested reader to Ref.@30#, where the fre-
quency range above 10 cm21;2p/4 ps21 has been studied in
detail. The second decay process, from the nonergod
parameter to zero, has a strongT and Q dependence. This
monotonic decay~the a relaxation! becomes slower and
slower on decreasing the temperature. At the lowest si
latedT, thea relaxation is clearly separated from the micr
scopic time window and appears in a time region which w
never explored before due to the long CPU time required
perform equilibrated molecular dynamics simulations.

To quantify theQ andT dependence of thea relaxation
we fit all correlators for times longer than 7 ps~to avoid the
interference of the oscillatory sound modes! with a stretched
exponential function@Eq. ~10!#. ForT higher than 230 K, the
a-relaxation time is smaller than 20 ps and thea-relaxation
process, being superimposed to the collective sound mo
can be fitted with different parameters. Instead,F(Q,t) of
the four lowest studied temperatures can be fitted unamb
ously. TheQ andT dependences ofAK , tK , andbK , at the
lowest four studied temperatures, are shown in Fig. 3,
gether withS(Q). We note the presence of oscillations in a
fitting parameters highly correlated with the oscillations
S(Q).

To stress the similarity of our center of mass results w
the prediction of MCT for spherical molecules we show
Fig. 4 AK , tK , andbK evaluated from the numerical solu
tion of the ideal MCT coupled integro-differential equatio
for the Percus-Yevick solution of the hard-sphere pot
tial. The MCT equations for thea-relaxation region@2#
have been solved using the same technique as in Ref.@20#.
We note that both in the theoretical hard-sphere result an

FIG. 2. F(Q,t) at T5207 K. Q vectors are measured in units o
Q050.111 nm21. Solid lines are calculated according to Eq.~10!.
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the case of SPC/E center of mass dynamics,tK andb oscil-
late in phase with the structure factor. MCT also predicts t
the limit of bK at largeQ coincides with the value of the
exponentb in Eq. ~6!. From Fig. 3 we note that at largeQ,
bK tends to the value 0.5, the same value estimated pr
ously on the basis of the analysis of the tagged particle m
tion for SPC/E water.

FIG. 3. Fitting parameters ofF(Q,t) at T5207, T5210, T
5215, andT5225 K according to the stretched exponential fun
tion Eq. ~10!. Symbols as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 4. Fitting parameters ofF(Q,t) for hard spheres~PY! from
the numerical solution of the MCT equations, according to
stretched exponential function Eq.~10!.
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According to MCT, close toTc , the T dependence o
tK(Q) at any fixedQ should follow Eq.~7!. For the case
b50.5, MCT predicts forg a value of 2.7. To compare with
our data, we show in Fig. 5tK(Q)/tK(QFSDP), i.e., imposing
the equivalence of the scaled time atQ5QFSDP. In a largeQ
range, i.e.,Q,40 nm21 all curves are nicely superimpose
We note that the longest relaxation time coincides with
position of the first sharp diffraction peak, as opposed
QSQMAX . Thus the medium range order characteristic of n
work forming liquids@31# is the most stable structure in th
system. The enhanced stability atQ5QFSDPcan be predicted
independently from MCT by calculatingS(Q)/Q2, i.e., on
the basis of the so-called de Gennes narrowing. The ins
Fig. 5 shows that theT dependence of the scaling fact
tK(QFSDP) is compatible with a power law with exponen
g52.7 andTc5202 K. We stress that the same value forg
was found for theT dependence of the self-diffusion con
stant, but withTc5199 K. The 2% difference inTc is within
the numerical error. The time-temperature prediction
MCT, i.e., the fact that all correlators have the sameT de-
pendence of their relaxation time, is consistent with the eq
value ofg found for the self- and the collective dynamics
SPC/E water. As we discussed before in Ref.@11#, the value
of g calculated for SPC/E is different from the one obtain
by fitting the experimental data for viscosity, diffusivity, o
reorientational NMR times—which run from 1.6 to 2.4 o
increasing the pressure. An extension of the present stud
different isobars would be very valuable for clarifying th
ability of the SPC/E potential to describe the dynamics
real water.

We now turn to the SPC/E dynamics in the region wh
the value of the correlators is not very different from t
nonergodicity factor, and where according to MCT the ev
lution of the correlators is controlled by Eq.~9!. According
to MCT, curves at differentT but at the sameQ values fall
on the same master curve. Following the procedure s

FIG. 5. tK(Q)/tK(QFSDP) as a function ofQ. Note that in a
large Q range, all curves can be scaled on one unique curve.
continuous line is theQ dependence of collective decay times bas
on the de Gennes narrowing hypothesis. Symbols in the inset s
the scaling factor@tK(QFSDP)# as a function ofT. The full curve is
the power law;uT2Tcu2.7, to highlight that theT dependence of
the scaling coefficient is compatible with MCT predictions, with t
predictedg value.Tc5202 K.
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gested in Ref.@13# we show in Fig. 6F(Q,t) vs t/ta(T)
whereta is defined byF(Q,ta)51/e, i.e., it is the time at
which the correlation function has decayed to the 1/e value.
From Fig. 6 it is clearly seen that, at allQ, curves for allT
tend to sit on the same master curve, even the highT systems

e
d
w

FIG. 6. Master curve forF(QFSDP,t) ~A!, F(QSQMAX ,t) ~B!,
F(QSQMIN ,t) ~C!. Symbols as in Fig. 1. The long dashed line is t
b correlator„the solution of the MCT equation~2! in the b region
@g(t)#…. The dashed line indicates theF(Q,t) value chosen for
scaling the differentT. The three selectedQ have been chosen to
highlight the point concerning theQ dependence of the validity o
the leading expansiontb. The validity of theb correlatorg(t) is a
priori limited to the region whereF(Q,t)2FEA is small. For clarity
we have plottedg(t) in a larger range.
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for which thea region is hard to detect. To make the com
parison with MCT more stringent, we compare the mas
curve designed by the envelope of the different samples w
the universal master curve for theb region, i.e., the solution
of Eq. ~2!. As discussed above, the time dependence ofg(t)
is controlled only by the value ofb, via Eq.~5!. Thus we find
that the sameb value of 0.5, which was estimated from th
study of self-dynamics in SPC/E water, is able to rational
both the limit value at largeQ of bK as well as the time
behavior of all correlation functions in theb region. Unfor-
tunately, no information can be obtained from our data c
cerning the exponenta, due to the superposition of the in
tense oscillations related to sound modes to the crit
decay.

As predicted by the theory, the range of validity ofg(t) is
different for differentQ vectors, and appears to be larger f
Q close toQFSDPand smaller forQSQMIN537 nm21. TheQ
dependences of the correction to the master curves for l
times @see Eq.~6!# are also predicted by MCT@21# and can
be compared with the center of mass collective dynamic
SPC/E water. To this aim we fitF(Q,t) at differentQ at the
lowest simulated temperature with the expression in Eq.~6!
imposingb50.5, for all Q values. All correlators are fitted
with the sameb value. The quality of the fit is shown in Fig
7, confirming that at allQ a rather good representation of th
decay of correlation in the earlya region can be obtained in
terms of Eq.~6!. Figure 7 shows also that the contribution
the next-to-leading order correction is not at all negligible
someQ vectors@20,21#. The results of the fit in the entireQ
range are shown in Fig. 8. Figure 9 shows the same qua
ties calculated theoretically for the hard-sphere case@Percus-
Yevick ~PY! approximation#. As in the previous qualitative
comparison, bothh(1)(Q) and h(2)(Q) have oscillations in
phase withS(Q). Results in Fig. 8 clearly highlight the nee
of performing an analysis in terms of leading and next-
leading expansion to detect the correct exponentb. In any
case, as already discussed in Ref.@21#, F(Q,t) for large Q
values ~large meaning larger thanQSQMAX! is not a good
candidate for the identification of a von Schweidler law.

FIG. 7. Fit according to Eq.~6! of the T5207-K correlators
limited to the earlya-relaxation region (7 ps,t,800 ps), withb
50.5. The fitting parameters are shown in Fig. 8.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

In this article we have presented evidence in favor o
MCT description of the slow collective dynamics in deep
supercooled simulated SPC/E water. The presented data
cerning the collective longitudinal dynamics, together w
the data in Ref.@11# concerning the self motion, offer a com
plete picture of the dynamics of SPC/E water under de
supercooling conditions. The evolution of the system h

FIG. 8. Q dependence of the fitting parametersh(1) , h(2) to
F(Q,t) at T5207 K. @See Eq.~6!.# h(1) andh(2) have been multi-
plied bytb andt2b, respectively, to take into account the differen
betweent̂ and real time. The arbitraryQ-independent value oft has
been chosen to bringh(1) andh(2) into the same scale as the data
Fig. 9, to make the qualitative comparison between the two set
data easier.

FIG. 9. Q dependence ofFEA , h(1) and h(2) for hard spheres
~PY! at the critical packing fractionh50.515 82. The PY solution
for S(Q) is shown for reference.R is the hard-sphere radius.
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been studied for more than 250 ns at lowT, allowing a clear
identification of the two-step processes present in the c
elator’s decay. The second decay process, clearly ident
with the a-relaxation decay, is characterized by a high
nonexponential behavior and by an apparent divergenc
the characteristic time at a temperature around 200 K,
about 50 K below the temperature of maximum density
SPC/E. An apparent divergence of the transport coefficien
real water, again at about 50 K below the temperature
maximum density, is also observed experimentally@32,33#.

The agreement between the data and MCT is striking b
at qualitative and at quantitative levels. At a qualitative le
we have found the following for both self and collectiv
properties.~i! All correlators decay with a two-step proce
which spreads over several time decades.~ii ! The a-
relaxation decay has an initial power-law behavior on le
ing the plateau, whose range of validity isQ dependent; the
exponent in Eq.~9! is b50.5; unfortunately an estimate o
the exponenta is not feasible, due to the overlap in time wi
the sound modes.~iii ! The long time part of the decay can b
well fitted by a stretched exponential function.~iv! The Q
dependence of the parameters in the stretched expone
~i.e., amplitude, time, and exponent! oscillates in phase with
the static structure factor, in close analogy with the MC
predictions for simple liquids.~v! The Q dependence of the
von Schweidler amplitude and of the next-to-leading corr
tions are similar to the one predicted by MCT for a ha
sphere system in shape and order of magnitude.

At quantitative level we have found that~i! the stretching
exponentb at largeQ tends to 0.5, the same value ofb as
predicted.~ii ! All characteristic times, both self and collec
tive, satisfy the scaling law@Eq. ~7!# in a largeQ range;
moreover, the value of the exponentg is consistent with the
value expected from the knowledge of theb exponent@Eq.
~8!# and it is independent from the correlator type.~iii ! The
correlator time dependence for values close to the noner
icity parameter is well described by theb correlator @Eq.
~2!#.

The analysis presented here and in Ref.@11# represents an
important step towards the understanding of slow struct
relaxation in complex glass forming liquids, independen
from the ability of SPC/E to mimic real water. From th
theoretical point of view, SPC/E is a nontrivial molecul
system, with molecules interacting via a strong anisotro
pairwise additive interaction potential. Structural arrest
this system is not driven by packing constraints but by
formation of a strong network of tetrahedrally coordinat
l
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water molecules. Molecules in the cage are hindered in t
translational and rotational motion by the presence of str
hydrogen bonds~energetic cages!. The fact that MCT, which
has been developed for simple liquids, succeeds well in
scribing the lowT center of mass dynamics in such a com
plicated molecular system strongly supports the existenc
a universality in the self and collective behavior of liquid
under deep supercooling. Such universality has begun
emerge in the first applications to nonspherical molecules
the recently developed extension of the ideal MCT appro
to treat angular correlators@34#; this opens the way for an
even more quantitative description of the SPC/E dynamic
a MCT framework. The series of simulations analyzed h
can become a clean reference system to check the nove
oretical developments.

The analysis of SPC/E water presented here and in R
@11# is also important in respect to the thermodynamic b
havior of simulated water. We refer the interested reade
the recent book by Debenedetti@33# and to Refs.@10, 9,
35–37#. In this context, if SPC/E could be considered a s
ficiently approximated modeling of real water, the data p
sented in this article would suggest that~if hopping processes
do not intervene! at low pressure water would undergo
kinetic glass transition about 50° below the temperature
maximum density, suggesting an interpretation of the
called Angell temperature@7,8,3# as the critical temperature
of MCT @38,11#. In this regard, the apparent power-law i
crease of transport coefficient in liquid water on superco
ing is traced to the formation of cages and to the associa
slow dynamics resulting from the presence of long livi
energetic cages. In other words, the divergence of trans
coefficients at low pressure does not need to rely on a t
modynamic instability, either connected to the reentrance
the gas-liquid spinodal or to the presence of a critical poin
high pressure and low temperature@35,37#. If SPC/E can
represent the thermodynamic behavior of water sufficien
we would conclude that at low pressure there is a continu
path connecting the liquid state to the low density amorph
ice.
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